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Abstract

Siemens Power Corporation (SPC) has developed S-RELAP5, a RELAP5/MOD2 based thermal
hydraulic system code with main modifications and improvements relative to RELAP5/MOD2 con-
cerning Multi-Dimensional Capability, Energy Equations, Numerical Solution of Hydrodynamic,
Constitutive Models, Heat Transfer Models, Choked Flow, and Counter-Current Flow Limiting.

S-RELAP5 was exercised over a range of integral and separate effects tests in order to demon-
strate that the code could predict the important phenomena associated with PWR LBLOCA. A
methodology for calculation of statistical uncertainties has been developed and applicated to
analyses of hypothetical large break loss-of-coolant accidents (LBLOCA).

To extend the application capability of S-RELAP5 to small break loss-of-coolant accidents prob-
lems (SBLOCA) an investigation program for appropriate experiments was launched and largely
carried out.

1 . Introduction

During the last decade the RELAP5/MOD2 computer code was the basic tool for Sie-
mens/KWU to perform analyses of LB- and SBLOCA simulations. The code is a LWR
transient analysis code developed at IN EL for US-NRC. The assessment contributions of
RELAP5/MOD2 by so many organizations demonstrate the robustness and technical
adequacy of this code for a wide range of experiments and applications in the field of
Small Break Simulation. The use of the code for Large Break LOCA events remained a
rather difficult task. This lack of accuracy and stability led INEL to several modifications
of the ..constitutive package" to provide a better congruency with LB-experiments.

Simultaneously Siemens Power Corporation (SPC), Richland, USA, a subsidiary com-
pany of Siemens/KWU, has developed a RELAP5/MOD2 based thermal hydraulic sys-
tem code, for additional covering realistic analysis of LBLOCA in PWR-plants, further
referred as "S-RELAP5".
S-RELAP5 incorporates features of RELAP5/MOD2 and Siemens improvements. In gen-
eral, the improvements concern unmodified literature correlations and those required to
obtain adequate simulation of key LBLOCA experiments.

2. Modifications and Improvements in S-RELAP5

The S-RELAP5 code evolved directly from SPC's modified RELAP5/MOD2 version, used
at SPC for performing PWR plant licensing analyses including small break LOCA analy-
sis, steam line break analysis and Non-LOCA evaluation. The field equations are basic-
ally in the same form as RELAP5/MOD2 with the addition of full two-dimensional momen-
tum equations. No modifications were made to the conduction solution method, the reac-
tor kinetics, control system and trip system given in RELAP5/MOD2.

The following summarizes major modifications in S-RELAP5.
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Multi-Dimensional Capability

Full two-dimensional treatment was added to the hydrodynamic field equations. The
2-D capability can accommodate the Cartesian, and the cylindrical (z, r) and (z,0) coordi-
nate systems and can be applied anywhere in the reactor system. Thus far Siemens has
applied 2-D modeling to the downcomer, core, and upper plenum. Some improvements
were also made to the RELAP5/MOD2 cross flow modeling. If necessary, 3-D calcula-
tions can be approximated by 2-D plus one direction of cross flow. The application of a
2-D component in the downcomer is essential for simulating the asymmetric ECC water
delivery observed in the Upper Plenum Test Facility (UPTF) downcomer penetration
tests.

Energy Equations

The energy equations of RELAP5/MOD2 and M0D3 have a strong tendency to produce
energy error when a sizable pressure gradient exits between two adjacent cells (or con-
trol volumes). This deficiency is a direct consequence of neglecting some energy terms
which are difficult to handle numerically. Therefore, the energy equations were modified
to conserve the energies transported into and out of a cell (control volume).

RELAP5 uses the phasic thermal energy equations expressed in terms of phasic internal
energies. Simplifications and assumptions are made to neglect most energy dissipation
terms, which are obtained by eliminating the phasic mechanical energies (derived from
the momentum equations) from the phasic total energy equations. The approximated
formulation has the shortcoming of producing energy error when the pressure gradient
between the two adjoining volumes is not small. This energy error becomes more notice-
able in applications to containment analysis.

To mitigate the energy error associated with large pressure gradients between two adja-
cent volumes, the phasic energies are written in terms of internal energy and kinetic en-
ergy. Again, the equations have to be simplified for numerical implementation. Omission
of some energy terms is still needed to make numerical computation feasible.

For LOCA calculations, no significant differences were calculated in the key parameters
such as clad surface temperature, break mass flow rate, void fraction, and others be-
tween the two formulations of the energy equations.

Numerical Solution of Hvdrodvnamic Field Equations

The reduction of the hydrodynamic finite-difference equations to a pressure equation is
obtained analytically by algebraic manipulations in S-RELAP5, but is obtained numeri-
cally by using a Gaussian elimination system solver in RELAP5/MOD2 and M0D3.

State of Steam-Noncondensible Mixture

Computation of state relations for the steam-noncondensible mixture at very low steam
quality (i.e., the ratio of steam mass to total gas phase mass) was modified to allow the
presence of a pure noncondensible gas below the ice point. The ideal gas approximation
is used for both steam and noncondensible gas at very low steam quality. This modifica-
tion is required to correctly simulate the accumulator depressurization and to prevent
code failures during the period of accumulator ECC water injection.
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Hydrodvnamic Constitutive Models

Significant modifications and enhancements were made to the RELAP5/MOD2 inter-
phase friction and interphase mass transfer models. The constitutive models are flow
regime dependent and are constructed from the correlations for the basic elements of
flow patterns such as bubbles, droplets, vapor slugs (i.e., large bubbles), liquid slugs
(i.e., large liquid drops), liquid film and vapor film. Some flow regime transition criteria of
RELAP5/MOD2 were modified to make them consistent with published data. When pos-
sible and applicable, literature correlations are used as published. A constitutive formula-
tion for a particular flow regime may be composed of two different correlations. Transition
flow regimes were introduced for smoothing the constitutive models. Partition functions
for combining different correlations and for transitions between two flow regimes were
developed based on physical reasoning and code-data comparisons. Also, the
RELAP5/MOD2 approximation to the Colebrook equation of wall friction factor is known
to be inaccurate and was, therefore, replaced by an accurate explicit approximate formula-
tion of Jain.

Heat Transfer Model

The use of a different set of heat transfer correlations for the reflood model in
RELAP5/MOD2 was eliminated. Some minor modifications were made to the selection
logic for heat transfer modes (or regimes), single phase liquid natural convection and
condensation heat transfer. The Lahey correlations for vapor generation in the sub-
cooled nucleate boiling region were implemented.

Choked Flow

The computation of the equation of state at the choked plane was modified. Instead of
using the previous time step information to determine the state, an iterative scheme is
used. Some minor modifications were also made to the under-relaxation scheme to
smooth the transition between subcooled single phase critical flow and two-phase critical
flow.

Counter-Current Flow Limiting

A CCFL correlation was implemented in S-RELAP by the Bankoff form, which can be
reduced to either a Wallis type or a Kutateladze type CCFL correlation.

Component Models

The EPRI pump performance degradation data was included in the S-RELAP5 pump
model. The computation of pump head in the fluid field equations was modified to be
more implicit. A containment model was added. The accumulator model was eliminated
because of its well-known problems. With S-RELAP5, the accumulator is to be modeled
as a pipe with nitrogen or air as noncondensible gas.
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3. S-RELAP5 Validation

Because the basic models, coding and numerics of RELAP5/MOD2 and S-RELAP are
widely identical, assessments of RELAP5/MOD2 are principally applicable to S-RELAP5.

Selection of Assessment Matrices

In order to prove the applicability of S-RELAP to PWR LBLOCA phenomena, the code
was exercised over a range of integral (IET) and separate (SET) effects tests IM. Table 1
deliniates the PIR-Table (Process Identification and Ranking Table) developed for
PWR/LOCA phenomena and associate experiments analyzed by Siemens with S-
RELAP5. Not listed are simulations of LBLOCA in PWRs. These simulations are part of
the assessment procedure because they demonstrate S-RELAP's ability to model all
PWR LBLOCA phenomena 121.

It can be shown that the assessment matrix covers all items of the extended PIRT
LBLOCA table. Although S-RELAP5 does not explicitly model 3-D flow, the 2-D flow
model in S-RELAP5 was assessed against appropriate 3-D experiments. The test facili-
ties in considering scale effects are of significantly different scales. Therefore, the tests
conducted in these facilities provided sufficient geometric, kinematic, and dynamic di-
versity to encompass the physical processes occurring in a PWR during LBLOCA.

Table 1: Experimental Data Base Used for LBLOCA Assessment
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Legend:
1. Break Flow, Critical Flow
2. DNB, Post-CHF and Reflood HT
3. Rewet, Reflood, Quenching
4. Flow Reversal, Stagnation in Core
5. 1/2-phase Convection, Countercur-

rent Flow, Critical Flow

6. Void Generation, Condensation
7. Void Distribution', Liquid Level
8. Stored Energy, Gap Conductance

(Fuel Rod Model)

The calculated and measured rod surface temperatures of the FLECHT SEASET Test
31504 at different elevations are plotted in Figure 1 and 2 in the annex. The calculated
values are specified by HTTEMP. For the FLECHT SEASET Test 31504, which is a de-
manding low flooding rate test, PCT occurs in the region above but close to the core mid-
plane (Fig. 2).

For CCTF Test Run 54 the Figures 3 and 4 in the annex show the comparisons of calcu-
lated and measured heater rod surface temperatures at three elevations for high and
medium power core regions. Test 54 simulated the reflood phase of a cold leg injection
PWR LBLOCA with best-estimate decay power.

LOFT Test L2-5 and L2-6 was an LB loss-of-coolant experiment simulating a cold leg
guillotine break. Figure 5 and 6 in the annex show a selection of the cladding tempera-
ture comparisons of the high power rod in the central assembly at two axial locations for
Test L2-5 (75% initial power instead of 100% full power in Test L2-6).

The simulations of these tests demonstrate that the code is capable of predicting the
LBLOCA phenomena in full scale PWRs as well as reduced scale test facilities.

For the assessment procedure of SBLOCA phenomena a sample of integral and sepa-
rate effects test facilities (IET, SET) have been selected.

Table 2 lists already completed and short-term to be exercised calculations and the phe-
nomena to be observed. Not listed are simulations of SBLOCA in PWRs. These calcula-
tions were exercised for 3-loop and 4-loop plants and offer results which correspond very
closely to those gained with RELAP5/MOD2.

Table 2: Preliminary Assessment Matrix for SBLOCA calculations

SET Facilities
Marviken (22)
Marviken (24)
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Legend:

1. Break Flow 4. ECC Flow
2. Natural Circulation 5. SG Heat Transfer
3. Loop Seal Clearance 6. Phase Separation

The PKL III B3.2 experiment examined the heat transfer from the primary to the secon-
dary side for different, i.e. single phase and two phase natural circulation conditions in
dependence of the primary side mass inventory. Fig. 7 in the annex shows good agree-
ment between the RELAP results and the experimental data for the entire flow regime.
The zero flow value at 63% mass inventory describes the beginning of the reflux con-
denser mode.

4. Conclusions

Siemens has developed S-RELAP5, a RELAP5/MOD2 based thermal hydraulic code.
The modifications became necessary to extend the code application to LBLOCA phe-
nomena.

Application of S-RELAP5 resulted in the following conclusions:

(1) The S-RELAP5 code with the changes made by Siemens is applicable for large
break LOCA analysis. The code is capable of calculating the dominant LOCA phe-
nomena over the complete LOCA transient and requires no adjustment to be applied
to facilities varying over a range of scale from small separate effect experiments to
the large PWR systems.

(2) Appropriate system representation and nodalization has been developed to consis-
tently apply the S-RELAP5 code for a variety of experimental and large PWR sys-
tems.

(3) The S-RELAP5 code has been assessed and has demonstrated capability to predict
LBLOCA phenomena over the range observed in SET and IET experiments and
over the expected range in large PWRs.

(4) In correspondence to the historical development the application of S-RELAP5 can
be extended also to SBLOCA phenomena. Consequently an assessment matrix of
suitable test devices was elaborated.

(5) The examination of parts of the investigation program documents the capability of
S-RELAP5 to simulate the fundamental processes of SBLOCA scenarios. Especially
the weakness of RELAP5/MOD2 in predicting CCFL processes could be removed.
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